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Board approves budget, O K ’s

erger talks

BY STEVE WILSON
Grand Valley's Board of Control
The Board also gave the College*
at a meeting Friday approved S35 the go-ahead to study the Davenmillion in budget requests, which port merger proposal. Grand Valmust now be approved by the ley’s President, Aiend D. Lubbers,
and Davenport's President, Robert
Legislature.
Sneden, last summer began infor
mal disucssions on a possible mer
ger of the two colleges.
The Capital Outlay Budget re
quest includes: an administration
building, $4.5 million; second sci
ence building which includes a facil
ity to house laboratory animals and
requires intricate climate control,
S4.5 million;' music center audi
torium, $3.8 million; and an incre
mental classroom building, $1 mil
lion.
The operation budget request.
was ID per cent higher than last
year’s, with $468,000 to cover
growth from the current 6,670 stu
dents to 7,500; $157,000 to add
computer terminals to meet in
creased demand; and $ 140,000 for
courses that apply science to busi
ness.
Defending the requested in
crease, Dean o f College Planning
Harold Kollenbrander pointed out
that enrollment was up 13 per cent,
spending for instructional materials
Aranrf Iwbbari
up 2 per cent because of the stu-

eges

dent increase and the cost to
Administration went up 7 per cent,
Kollenbrander said that a few
years ago Grand Valley's percentage
of cost for educational materials
per student was well under most
other state institutions. “We are
approaching these levels and the
increases to their allocation re
quests will end."
Board member John Ott felt that
with inflation the budget can't go
up but must be limited. A cutback
in unnecessary costs is important,
he said, and that with the increase
in enrollment and the raise in tui
tion rates the increase in this type
of revenue should have fought the
inflation cost.
“Is the Administration conscious
of every growth step? Management
must look at trends and allocate
their resources from there,” he said.
Lubbers felt that future growth
would be minimal and that the
trends will be directed toward com
munity services and graduate pro
grams.
He believes that a large number
of students have already earned a
BA or BS degree and have come
back to fill out their education in
their spare time. The trend also
shows that there has been a sub
stantial increase in transfer students
at the upper classman level and the
administrative costs to the future
planning proposals for these trends
require the approval o f the Legisla
ture.

. in J»thpr m w > Ml# gw*** •»£
_
to appoint a com
mittee
mlttee to conduct collective bar-

gaining on behalf of the Board with
the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees,
AFLrCIO, Council 7, Local 2074.

Dovenport P r«»id *«i!
Robert Soadcn

The Board also appointed two of
its members to work with the new
Safety and Security Standing Com
mittee composed of students who
work closely with the 00116868’
uni

cam pus

Se

curity forces in reviewing and
recommending increased safety and

security and the surrousM

Ravine parking fee stirs major trouble
BY BETH AMANTE
Despite student protest, it looks
as though the $10 charge for Ra
vine Apartment lot parking is going
to stay in effect at least for the
remainder of this year.
Last Thursday, four students,
forming a Ravine Parking Grievance
Committee, presented Plant Depart
ment Administrator Robert Romkema with a petition signed by 205
Ravine residents protesting the
annual charge for a sticker which
acts as a parking permit in the
Ravine lots only - a lot students
claim is too small, ill-lighted and
infrequently patroied for parking
law enforcement. The students also
claimed that the parking fee is
being used for building and mainte
nance of other lots on campus and
that the parking fee is not included
in the Ravine lease.
Romkema cited the initial cost
of the lot at $350 per space and
stated that “maintenance of lots
over a 20 year period matched the
cost o f initial construction/ When
the figures appeared in blade and
white the $10 annual charge for an
estimated 150 registered can came
out about right.
Ed Patzer, student committc;
representative, is leviewiug the col
leges financial data "so he can be
convinced that monies collected far
Ravine parking are being founded
back onto that lot,” according to
m

“Whatever way you look at !t,
we’re being punished for living on
campus,” says Patzer. “Other apart
ments near campus don’t charge for
parking, it’s included in the rent.
Patzer says that the Ravine Apart
ment Brochure states that persons
not wishing to pay the lot fee are
allowed to park in the fieidhouse
lot free. But since parking there is
illegal after 2 a.m., the sticker fee
seems compulsory.
“Since the charge is not written
out in the lease they might not be
able to legally bind us,” says Patzer.
Patzer ana others who signed the
petition want the charge to be
included in. the rent. That move
would raise the rent in Ravines by
about $2 per term for each resident
whether they owned a car or not.
But this alternative could not be
put into effect until next year
accoiding to Romkema and twothirds of the Ravine residents
would have to consent
Monies for residential lots on
campus induding Ravine Apart
ments and the dorms are not ab
sorbed from regular student fees.
"Residents are going to have to pay
for the lots in one way or another,”
save Romkema.
But irate students aren’t ready to
throw in the towd y e t Right now
them are no f i* * hi the new
Ravtae lot located behind the Ra
sim Center, lighting for the neW

lot will be redistributed from the ino on the new lot within three
old lot. “We’re trying to cut down weeks “depending on the weather.”
But if the lights don’t get up or if
on the lighting all over campus and
lights are more dense on the old lighting is scanty on the new lot,
Ravine lot,” explains Romkema. He Student committee representatives
feels that there will be some light- have threatened another petition.

Biting buiiet way out of economic malaise
WASHINGTON - When Pres
ident Ford said we all have *o bite
the bullet on the economy, 1 im
mediately went down to my local
sporting goods store.
‘*1 would like a buiiet. please ” !
said to the clerk.
“You mean a box of bullets,” he
corrected me.
“No. just one would be enough.”
He looked at me suspiciously.
“What kind of bullet do you
want?”
“I don’t know. Are there dif
ferent kinds?”
“Of course. What kind of gun do
you have?” he asked.
“I don’t have a gun,” I said.
“Then what do you want a bullet
for?”
“ I want to bite it,” I admitted
sheepishly.
The clerk backed away from me,
trying to reach a buzzer which 1
assumed turned on some kind of
alarm.
“Don’t get frightened,” 1 said.
“You see, Gerry Ford, as part of his
economic message, said that every
one of us has to bite the bullet or
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“Would you like to try a .45?”
the clerk asked. “ It's thicker than a
.38 and lasts twice as long.”
“No. I think the .38 bullet will
do nicely. How much is it?”
“ Let’s see,” the clerk said. "On
the box it says the bullets are four
cento each. But we just got a
bulletin from the manufacturer tell
ing us they now cost eight cents.
Since this was mailed out last week,
we have to assume the cost went up
another two cento. But we don’t
knQW what wm
next week.

you to bite?”
“Come to think of it, he didn’t,”
I said. “The least Mr. Ford could
have done is tell us which end of
the bullet we should get our teeth
into.
do we?”
“Maybe he thought everyone in
I admitted we didn't.
the United States had bitten a
“We better add another four
bullet before,’* the clerk suggested. cento on the bullet just to be safe.
“He shouldn’t take those things Therefore, it will cost you 14
for granted,” I said. “ Listen, my
cento.”
ieeih are starting to hurt. You
“That’s outrageous!” I said.
don’t have another kind, do you?”
The clerk shrugged his shoulders
“We have a soft-nosed lead .38
as he wrote out the sales slip.
dumdum, but they’re illegal to
“Maybe if you bit on it long eshoot.”
nough, the price will go down.”
“Are they illegal to bite?”
“I’ll have to check that out.”
Tlie clerk called his superior up Student Defenders on campus for
stairs. Then he hung up. “My boss
any student in legal trouble. Free
’said to the best of his knowledge, legs! defense.
______
_
there is no law against biting a lead
bullet as long as you don’t spit it
Planned Parenthood Clinic, every
out at somebody afterward.”
Tuesday night, 6:30-9:00 p.m. in
I put it in my mouth.
“It’s more comfortable than the lower Seidman. Annual check-up is
.22,” I said. “And it ha? a nice taste $ 8.00.
*dlls cites in relation to the jump in to it."
part-time enrollment.
“We’re starting something new
this year, called a ‘module mobile’.
This mobile unit will cr itain every
thing College IV need , including a
paid staff member. It will go to
factories and other places where the
demand for College IV’s flexible
time structure learning is incredible
since the program started.
“Evening courses are another big
thing,” says Hills. “Last year there
were at least 200 courses offered at
night. We have a lot of people who
are earning a buck, supporting a
family, and want to go for their
Master’s in business. They come
here at night.”
Slill, the better part of the in
crease is in students carrying a
full-time ioad. The factor credited
with attracting them is the Cluster
college concept and the various
alternatives it provides.
we’ll never lick it.”
“The bullet?” he asked.
“No, inflation, dummy,” I said.
“And he didn’t say what caliber
of bullet he wanted Americans to
bite?”
“Not that I know of,” I replied.
“Does it make a difference?”
“I would think so,” the clerk
said. “I mean people have different
size mouths, and what might be
comfortable for you might not nec
essarily be comfortable for your
grocer. Here, try this .22 bullet.”
He placed it in my mouth. I bit
on it.
“How does that feel?” he asked.
“Not too bad. How does it
look?”
“You have the shell casing stick
ing out. Did the President indicate
what part of the bullet he wanted

Enrollment up 12 percent
If you have the impression that
there are more people walking
around campus this year, you aren’t
just imagining things. Enrollments
are double the predicted increase,
6,500 up from last year’s 5,900.
Grand Valley is one of the very
few colleges in Michigan that has a
steady upward rate of growth. Even
so, Vice-President Arthur Hills
says that he is, “particularly pleased
this year, our growth is most en-.
eouraging.” Hills attributes a good
part of the growth to people
“coming back” to school. “We’ve
got more students taking just a few
courses, working people, house
wives, not necessarily your typical
four-year-ju st-o u t-of-high-school
type student, although there are
still quite a few of those students
making up this year’s increase.”
College IV, evening offerings, and
the innovative efforts of the cluster
colleges are some of the factors
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S D A future prom ising
\ / e a r after year,
JLsemester after
semester, the
CollegeMaster*
from Fidelity
Union Life has
been the most
accepted, m ost
popular plan on
campuses all
over America.
Find out why.
Call the
Fidelity Union
CollegeM aster’
Field Associate
in your area:
G re g o ry V . B auer
669-1063
P h i l i p A . S c h u lze
842-7568

BY TIM MENGEL
According to Batchelder, the
“Before the Student Defenders S tu d e n t Defenders Association
Association, there was no organized (SDA) handles cases which fall only
effort to defend students who had within campus jurisdiction,
to appear before the college judicThe SDA was founded last fall as
iary,” said John Batchelder, a CAS a branch of the Grand Valley Prepolitical science professor and ^ w Society, The organization acts
faculty adviser for the Student De- as a counseling service for students
fenders.
who have been accused of campus
_______ ____________________
offenses.
“We are not a free legal aid
RAPE CRiSiS WuRiCSHOP
society,” the SDA adviser said. “We
even had one guy call in asking for
Sponsored by the Counseling information about obtaining a
Center in conjunction with the divorce.”
“The people we mostly repre
Rape Crisis Team. If you have
interest in attending, please contact sent,” remarked SDA President
the Counseling and Student Devel George Nobel, ‘‘are students from
opment Center, 152 Commons or the dorm s because oiey re the ones
■uoject to • lot of rale* end reguladial extension 266.
It could prove to be a thought- tioiw that doft’t apj^y
provoking, myth-dispelling, three- students.”
Nobel says the SDA’s future
hour session.
looks
promising.
Offered Wednesday, November
“We had a pretty large turnout
13 from 7-9:30 p.m. and Thursday,
for
our first meeting. We’ve drawn
November 14 from 3:30 to 6 p.m.
up a constitution and we have an
office in the Campus Center. Our
only drawback, as far as the office
is concerned, is that we don’t have
The “VanderVeen For Congress” a phone extension yet.”
campaign is sponsoring a “50’s
One of the clauses in the SDA
Rocker” at the Lincoln Country
constitution
states that if it is felt
Club, Friday, Oct. 25, from 8 p.m.
there
has
been
an unfair sentence
to 2 a.m.
Tickets are $3 stag, $5 drag, and handed down by the college judic
all proceeds will go to the Vander iary, then it car. take the case to a
court outside the campus.
Veen campaign.
Nobel says he plans to set up
There will be a twist contest and
a prize for the best ’50’s costume. office hours as soon as a phone
VanderVeen himself will put in a extension is installed in the student
organization’s cubicle in the south
guest appearance.
wing of the Campus Center.

"Ring* and jwxJU axs. not gtit&,
But apologia
gt&t*.
pis. only g l i t i t a portion oi youxstti.

Emerson

Went to know whet's heppening on campus?
Chack out the Volunteer Services* We have
whet you need end went* A feelin g of
belonging. We need people who have time
to share and give o f themeelves. I f you
ere one o f those special people, come to
112 Commons and sign up* We have a place
fo r you!
Coma to 112 riwmnif or c e ll extension 312
fo r more d etails*

BY ARNOLD
WERNER, M.D.

QUESTION: I have just begun
smoking cigarettes. Whenever I light
up, I get intestinal gas after a few
puffs. Is this normal or abnormal?
Also, can you give me a medical
explanation for this phenomenon?
ANSWER: There are two physical
factors at work. Nicotine is a pow
erful stimulant to intestinal action,
leading to the observation that a fat
cigar is often followed by a bowel
movement. It is also likely that you
are swallowing air while puffing,
aggravating the aforementioned
pharmacologic wonder.
While treading the fine line be
tween accurate medical comment
and moralizing, I must say that
you’ve got to be out of your mind
to start smoking cigarettes. It is sad
enough that there are so many
millions of people who have been
suckered into this self-destructive
addiction through what at times
seems Hke the selfish interests of
Industry th a t panders death. I do

hope that you will reconsider your
decision to start smoking.

QUESTION: Why would a male
who has been stimulated enough to
have an erection not be able to
ejaculate with further stimulation.
Every so often this happens to my
boyfriend and it bothers him im
mensely. Could he have some sort
of mental block or is it some sort of
physical condition?
ANSWER: The term used for the
situation you describe is ejaculatory
incompetence. The occasional in
ability to ejaculate is nothing to
cause alarm. It can be due to
fatigue, a temporary decrease in
interest in sex, a little too much to
drink, or a variety of preoccupa
tions. When this condition occurs
continually the person has a
psychological disturbance and is in
need of treatment. Although this
disorder is quite rare, it is suffered
by men who have had experiences
in life which have made ejaculation
unpleasant. For instance, some men
raised in puritanical circumstances
have come to believe that ejacula
tion for other than reproduction is
evil. In other situations, the condi
tion stems from a fear of making a
woman pregnant; or, concerns over
the cleanliness of the vagina assume
an obsessional quality with re
sulting disaster.
Once the symptom becomes es-j
tablished it tends to be self-sus
taining and treatment is designed to
decondition a man to the fear of

Friday,
Oetober 25

Saturday,
October 26

Sunday,
October 27

Monday,
October 28

Tuesday,
October 29
Wednesday
30

*

*

*

* *

QUESTION: Please settle an ar
gument my roommate and I are
having. He claims that men first
contracted venereal disease from
sheep, which sailors used for their
enjoyment during long, womanless
voyages. However, I refuse to be
lieve that anyone could get that
homy. Can he possibly be right?
ANSWER: About the venereal dis
ease, he’s wrong. About getting
“that homy” - he’s right. The
word for sexual contacts between
humans and animals is sodomy
(which can also refer to certain
sexual practices among humans).
Sheep inevitably seem to be men
tioned when this practice is dis
cussed. This is probably related to
size, availability and the loneliness
of being shepherd. While offensive
to most people, such sexual prac
tices are thought to be not
uncommon.
******
QUESTION: !Ve got all of my life’s

problems solved but one: 1 make
myself vomit after eating. I’ve done
this for a year and a half with no
bad effects. Lately though, I get
weak and dizzy for a period of
about a half hour afterwards. I am
psychologically unable to stop this
practice because it would mean
cutting down on eating drastically.
Please tell me what this is doing to
my body and how 1 can stop.
ANSWER: Vomiting as a means of
controlling one’s caloric intake is
q u ite dangerous. The gastro
intestinal system is primarily de
signed to move food along in a head
to tail direction. An unreasonable
strain is put on the stomach and its
connection to the esophagus as well
as some of the surrounding attach
ments with repeated induced vom
iting. Even after an episode of
spontaneous vomiting such as oc
curs with a gastrointestinal virus,
one can note flecks of blood in the
regurgitated material. The violent
retching is an accurate reflection ol
what is going on physiologically.
If you are unable to control both
your food intake and your vomiting
I would say you qualify for some
professional help. As one means of
weaning yourself away from your
current mode of operating, you
might try eating in private and just
chewing the food and spitting it out
before swallowing.

ejaculation. This is discussed in

M asters

and

Johnson’s

kar of events
Thursday,
October 24

Human Sexual Inadequacy,” Lit
tle, Brown A Co., 1970.
The level of stimulation neces
sary to reach orgasm is considerably
higher than that necessary to obta n
an erection. Most men (especially
young men) will testify that erec
tions are easy to come by, but there
is more work involved in orgasm.

Native American Awareness Seminar.
GVSC Campus Center Conference
Rooms AB. 2:00 p.m. Admission Free.
Plays. “Waiting For Lefty” and “This Is
The Rill Speaking”. Runs through the
26th. Stage 3.
Red Cross Blood Drive. Campus Center
Multi-Purpose Room. 8:00-5:00.
Play. “The Importance of Being Earnest”. Runs through the 26th. Grand
Rapids Civic Theatre.
Poetry Reading. Campus Center Main
Lounge. 12:00-1:00. Free Admission.
Pianist. Jerold Frederick. L.A.T. 8:15
p.m. Free Admission. Concert. Mike
Quatro and Arrow Smith. Fieldhouse.
8:00-12:00. Admission: $5.00 in ad
vance, $6.00 at the door.
GVSC String Quartet. First Church and
Trinity Church Choirs with brass Litur
gical Choir. First United Methodist
Church. 227 E. Fulton, Grand Rapids.
7:30 p.m. Admission Free.
Speaker, Jack Anderson, syndicated col
umnist. Fieldhouse. 8:00 p.m. Ad
mission, students: $1.50, general $2.00.
Film. The Ruling Clam. 132 LHH. 3-5
p.m. and 7-9 p.m.
Film. M. LAT. 3:15 p.m. Free Admission.
All Night Horror Movies. The Pit and
The Pendulum, The Crimson Cult, Isle of
the Dead, Sex Madness, Psycho. Campus
Center Multi-purpoee Room. 7:00 p.m.
Free Admission.
Harlem Globetrotters. Grand Rapids Civ
ic Auditorium- 8:00 pjn.

book,
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New fraternity organizes here
A new Greek lettered organiza
tion has recently been formed on
campus.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity is ded
icated to the principles of man
hood, scholarship, perseverance,
and uplift, which are also the re
quirements that must be met before
induction into the fraternity.
The fraternity was founded
November 17, 1911 at Howard
University, Washington, D.C., by a
faculty advisor, reknowned biol
ogist Dr. Ernest Edward Just, and
three students, Frank Colman,
Oscar Cooper, and Edgar Love,
amidst many ‘anti’-fratemity rules
prevalent at that time.
Since then, Omega Psi Phi has
expanded to include over 50,000
members in over 400 undergraduate
chapters all over the United States
and abroad.
The Grand Valley chapter of the

organization is under the jurisdic
tion of a graduate chapter in Grand
Rapids known as Doto Pi. The
interest group here on campus is
known as the “ Lampodos Gub”
and consists of Art Kinnebrew,
Elsie Ford, Phi! Bryant, J. C. Car-

BY LOVELL KENNEDY

ter, Floyd Thompson, and Lovell
K ennedy, all G rand Valley
students.
This will be the initial involve
ment of a major Fraternity on
Grand Valley’s campus and it is
hoped that there will be student
interest and participation.
The pledge period involves
psychological and mental ap
proaches designed to bring about a
state of mental awareness, intellectualism, and academic success. The
organization emphasized scholar
ship, community involvement, and
campus uplift.

Some prominent members of the
Q’s are the Reverend Jesse Jackson
of Operation P.U.S.H. (People
United to Save Humanity) in Chi
cago, Supreme Court Justice Thurgccd Marsha!!, and Vernon Jordan,
Executive Director of the Urban
League and J.C. Penney Company.
Other prominent personalities pres
ently seeking induction are comedy
star Bill Cosby, and entertainer Sly
Stone.
For those interested in the frater
nity, the organization will be pre
senting an open smoker in the very
near future.

Is racial equality possible?
Is equality myth or reality? We and perplexed. When we speak of
can dwell on the subject and find equality for the people by the
our minds completely entangled people, I feel that we are speaking
of something that will never be.
There are many reasons why total
equality is unattainable. I do be
lieve the nucleus of the problem is
man himself and also the vast ex
plosion of population which is con
stantly complicating the problem
Considering these two factors, 1
have asc e rta in ed that co m p lete

iimi’ll
yuu II

equality, is im possible.
P
___

Thus far I ’ve only genJriltrWl.
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Discounts!
Save up to $3.00!

Records
Top artists!
M ajor labels!
Hundreds o f records! C lassics included!
[any, many selections in this special purchase.

B e g in n in g T h u rad o y, O t f o b g r

24

D O N ’T MISS THIS SALEH
Come early for best selection!

Suppose we touch on a few o f She
diverse areas such as eduction,
housing. jobs, population and
government. In most of these areas
government has half-heartedly set
forth educational programs, so
called low-income housing, penal
ties for job discriminatory prac
tices, and many other types of laws
to bring about equality. Is govern
ment trying to equalize or pacify?
The people eventually elicit the
truth from laws; time and living
experiences render truth. Laws
don’t bring about total equality,
but they could certainly be a step
in the right direction for many
people. We must remember that in
this society a just law for some is an
unjust law for others.
I believe that people realize the
political system In this nation is
failing due to dishonest leadership
and man’s constant struggle for
power. Watergate is more than just
an inkling of what is happening in
the political arena. Man is very
selfish, greedy and has a continuous
urge for power.
i realize this nation could not
survive if every person were totally
equal in status. Who would do the
most toilsome work? Total equality
would produce a completely un
balanced nation or maybe no
nation at all.
>
1 do believe that we, as a J*oPlc’
are capable of devising a method in
which a degree of equaiity ociwccn
the races can be achieved. Is equal
ity a myth or reality?

CURTB RODGERS
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Unbelieveable! G-V losses in last minute, 21-19
timeouts and finally nail the win.
They didn’t get it, and Steve Brems
waited to punt on his 17 with 1:07
left to play.
The pass from center was poor
and bounced just in front of Brems.
JC’s Don Bigelow siezed the oppor
tunity to block the kick and the
Raiders had the ball on the GV five.
McGee hit Dave Steenland on third
down for a touchdown and JC had
the win.
Rasikas didn’t connect on en
suing desperation passes and Grand
Valley’s victory was exchanged for
a long quiet walk to the locker
room.
The loss was Grand Valley’s sec
ond against three wins.
The Lakers dominated the game
offensively as GV runners collected
369 yards rushing. Jamie Hosford
gained 117 yards on 19 carries and
scored the first touchdown on a 2
yard first quarter plunge.
JC tied the game at 7-7 when
Fred Hurst scored from the one.
The Raider drive was a short one as
Joe
Nezwek recovered after Alvin
perfect pass to Azziz Hassan who
beat the Hope goalie. Kim Slack,
who replaced the injured Mike
Siwicki at left wing, tied the game
moments later, and a come-back
win seemed possible for Doctor
Herrera’s squad.
Both defenses tightened during
the final 45 minutes, but GV
cracked momentarily and a Hope
player scored from the middle of a
goal mouth scramble to win the
game.
“We didn’t get so tired today and
I though we played well but we
lacked that “final touch” necessary
to score more goals” , said Herrera
afterward.

tempted to leap for the score,
raising
the ball above his shoulder
They came with shouts and spirit
and left with tears and silence and in the process. Kerry dropped the
what happened in between was ball when he hit the line and JC’s
Roy Kuennen recovered to give the
unbelievable.
Raiders
possession at their 20.
The shock was to Grand Valley’s
football team which saw a 19-14
Two Raider passes fell incom
lead change to a 21-19 loss to
plete but on the third down Dan
GRjC during the final two minutes McGee hit flanker A1 Zyskowski
of Saturday night’s game. Most
near midfield. Zyskowski fumbled
bitter of all was the fact that GV and players from both teams gave
was a victim of its own mistakes.
chase, but the ball continued to
Unbelievable? Consider the final
escape possession.
two minutes of the game.
It bounced and rolled all the way
When quarterback Kerry Rasikas
called his own “sneak” in the hud to the Grand Valley 14 where the
dle at the two minute mark, fans Lakers finally recovered. Harkeanticipated a 26-14 Laker victory. ma’s squad still clained the lead
Grand Valley had a second down and had a first down with 1:32
on the JC one-yard line, and with remaining.
three chances to score all seemed
The Laker offense, which had
well for GV.
worked well all night, needed but
Rasikas took the snap and at one first down to use all of JC’s
BY BILL ROHN

Late goal beats kickers
A Hope goal with 15 minutes left
in the game handed the Laker
Soccer Team a 3-2 Wednesday loss.
The second half defeat was particu
larly disheartening for Grand Val
ley, as the club had come from a
2-0 deficit to tie the game.
The Lakers now stand at 1 win
and 4 losses for the year.
When Hope scored twice early in
the first half, it appeared that GV
was in for a long afternoon. The
Lakers have had a tendency to tire
due to player shortages thus the
team could hardly afford an early
deficit.
GV’s Peter Choi put the Lakers
on the score board when he fed a

Ho*t Audio Electronic.

4455 44th

St.,

S.E.

©rood Rapid., M i.

Ward dropped a punt on the GV
22 .
The score remained tied until the
second half when Chris Lehmann
ran 33 yards to cap a 68 yard
scoring drive for GVSC. Vester
Davis missed the extra point and
when Ward fumbled a second punt
midway through the third quarter.
JC moved 20 yards to a score,
conversion, and 14-13 lead.
The Lakers regained the advant
age immediately moving 62 yards
with Lehmann scoring on a 20
yard sprint. A try for a two-point
conversion failed levaing the Laker
lead at 19-14.
Shortly, thereafter, came the
final two minutes.
Hurst lead JC rushers with 123
yards but Lehmann took game hon
ors with 25 carries for 173 yards.
Grand Valley’s ground game
worked well enough that Rasikas
passed only once before the last
minute to attempt to score. J( "s
tiny McGee had a strong game at
quarterback, connecting on eight of
19 passes for 165 yards.___________
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IMPORT SHOP
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’* sports
WITH MARGARET O’DWYER
TENNIS
Coach Toni Poll’s women’s tennis team defends its
ieague championship tomorrow when players travel to
Saginaw Valley for the GLIAC tournament. Grand
Valley faces Oakland, Ferris, Lake Superior, and Sagi
naw Valley in the competition. Capturing the title last
season proved crucial in earning the President’s Cup for
Grand Valley.
The team has displayed hard work thus far, with
commendable performances by number one singles
player Kathy Scheltema and number six singles player
Dana Lannen. Also with the team are Kathy Vernon,
Martha Langdon, and Barb Maass. Chris Law, who
worked with the squad earlier, has ceased pla,r due to
ineligibility.
As of last Thursday, the Lakers had compiled a
record of 1-3, with a victory over Lake Superior, a loss
to Ferris, and two losses to Oakland. Oakland, which
boasts considerable depth, and Ferris, strong in its
number one and two singles positions, are expected to
provide the biggest obstacles to the Laker championship
hopes.
VOLLEYBALL
Grand Valley’s volleyball team engages with Kellogg
Community College and nationally respected Ball State
University this evening in a triangular meet at Kellogg.
The Lakers easily disposed of the Bruins in their one
meeting last season, while they handed the Indiana club
two losses at the MAI AW Regional Tournament last fall.
Game time tonite is 6:30 PM.
Next Tuesday holds an opportunity to make amends
for an earlier loss to the University of Michigan, when
the Lakers meet the Wolves in a triangular at Eastern
Michigan University. Grand Valley’s loss to UM came in
the season opener, but the Lakers have beaten EMU
already this year. Tuesday’s game starts at 6:00 PM.
The Lakers began GLIAC competition last week
when they hosted Ferris and Oakland on the 17th, and
defeated both teams. Later that week they invaded a
Calvin College quadrangular ana swept the entire meet
with victories over the Knights, Hope College, and
Kalamazoo College. Both matches indicated that the
squad is jelling after a somewhat shaky early season,
when they played hard, but lost to Western Michipn,
Ohio State, Michigan State, and Central Michigan
Universities.
The Junior Varsity team has thus tar earned nine
victories against three losses. Like the varsity squad, the
JayVees began somewhat siow, but have improved
rapidly. Last week, they took no losses, while they beat
Calvin, Oakland, Ferris, Kalamazoo College, and Hope.

LOW, LOW PRICES

on those

EXPENSIVE PAPERBACK*
The Book Stop hot thoimndt of pnperboeta
Romance, Non-Fiction, Clam reading, ami good book, at an
o v erate of 60% off now cover pricaa. Alao, we have • «°«npj*‘*
line of new and coOactora’ comic hooka. Sava aome coin co
and browse!
THE BOOK STOP
2747 CLYDE PARK
528-3439

Astronomy
BY BOB TARTE
As author of this immensely pop
ular column, I fee! a special sense of
kinship with each and every one of
my readers. We are not so different,
really, you and I, despite that cer
tain stigma which goes along with
my being a science editor. But,
after all, what is science but our
own uniquely human perception of
our universe? This is where we
share a common bond - as human
beings and inhabitants of this tiny
planet. This is a bond which I hope
to strengthen issue by issue by
increasing our familiarity with each
other through an understanding of
ourselves as homo sapiens. True,
this column is primarily devoted to
what academicians might term
“hard-core science fact” - but,
along with the facts, I hope to
impart a little of myself in each
installment. Only then, will I
consider Astronomy Today a true
success.
Let me give you a minor example
of the kind of communication I
have in mind:
It was in the late ’3()s that the
British garrison had been sent into
Kashmir to quell a vicious uprising
against the Crown. The campaign
had been a disaster from the start.
Disease had run rampant, imme
diately cutting our number in half,
and frequent guerilla attacks in this
unfamiliar terrain had put 60 per
cent more of our men out of
commission.
My unit, especially, was in an
impossible situation. During the
heavy Indian monsoons we had
been cut off from the main body of
the corps, and, in no time at all, our
vulnerability was exploited by the
Sepoy rebels. For seven agonizing
days and nights they came at us
without mercy, overcoming our
aucauy beleaguered men with machinegun fire and rifle attacks. Our
casualties were extremely high —
much higher than either side had
expected they could be. We would
have been finished right there on
the spot but for the timely re
sumption of the torrential rams,
which sent the insurgents scram
bling for the hillsides.
After several hours of blissful
unconsciousness, I awoke to the
cold morning light in a veritable sea
of dead bodies. My first impression
was that I, alone; had been spared.
Then I saw Lieutenant Cornwall
just behind me, sifting through the
carnage in search of dry ammuni
tion. Between the two of us we
managed to locate yet another sur
vivor — the “Khyber i^oionei
Richard Southampton, who had
been awarded the Commonwealth
Medal for distinguished service dur
ing the Pakistan dispute of ’34.
The three of us were all good
soliders, but that was small consola
tion given our predicament. It was
ju st a matter of time for us now none of us harbored the slightest
hope o f escape. To our left
sprawled the impassable Indian jun
gle, full of pit vipers and maneating
bengal tigers. Behind us rose the
sheer walls of the jatfed Kuril
Mountains. To our right ran an
unfofdabk river of piranhas and
dangerous reptiles, while, directly

today
before us, the enemy silently
waited, which was all we, too,
rouid do - trapped and out
numbered we waited for our
deaths, three weary men against a
thousand.
in a little over an hour, the
inevitable charge took place. The
lieutenant and I were just finishing
our last cup of tea together while
“Sp;t and Polish’’ Southampton
made his final entry into the unit
journal. Then, suddenly, but not
unexpectedly, the enemy was
everywhere. The three of us had
previously decided that when this
time came, we would die in a
manner befitting soldiers of the
Queen, and now, we were put to
the test.
The Sepoys fought like mad
dened animals, armed with cruel
wrought-iron axes and stolen Brit
ish rifles. 1 was no stranger to their
savagery, though, and fought with
the strength of a hundred men, as 1
slashed and cut my way through a
wall of primitive fury.

"The Sepoys fought l i k e
maddened
a n im a ls,
armed
cruel wrought-iron
axes
and s t o l e n
B ritish
r i f l e s . I was no s t r a n g e r
to t h e i r s a v a g e r y , t h o u g h ,
and
fo ught
w ith
the
s t r e n g t h o f a hundred mer
as I s la s h e d and c u t
raj
way
th roug h a w a l l
oi
prim itive fu r y ."

with

Cornwall was the first to fall,
victim of a well-aimed carbine bul
let. Southampton, to my left, did
the best he could, with a sabre
wound in his shoulder, and I forged
boldly onwards, not even feeling
the pain of the bleeding gash on my
forehead. Oh, what a pitiful sight
we must have been, three against a
thousand, weatherbeaten and over
powered, with no hope of relief. 1
can still remember turning to the
left to offer one last bit of en
couragement to the Iron Colonel,
only to see him, too, tumble to the
ground in defeat.
Experiences like these, my dear
readers, are of the kind I intend to
share with you in every issue of this
paper where space permits, and I
eagerly anticipate the day when
you will feci comfortable enough
with ■me — Amencan man of
science —to permit me a sharing in
your own human existence.
Let me say in passing, though —
then onward to astronomy — that
my unit finally routed those rebels
in Kashmir, but it wasn’t an easy
task. Those Sepoys were three of
the toughest men I have ever had to
fight against.
*

*

*

*

(If you have any questions
about astronomy for Mr. Tarte,
please address them to Astron
omy Today, c/o THE LANTHORN.
The more interesting enquiries will
appear in a subsequent column.)

Deserters spurn amnesty loophole
BY DIANE AUERBACH
Lavra and loopholes 50 hand-inhand. Ford's amnesty plan is no
exception to this pattern. By
squeezing through a loophole, mili
tary deserters, unlike draft resisters,
can avoid their alternative service
requirements.
The amnesty program for Vietnam-era deserters works like this: A
deserter turns himself in to the
military, pledges allegiance to the
United States and promises to work
up to two years in a low-paying
hospital or other community job.

The deserter is then handed an
undesirable discharge and ordered
to report to his Selective Service
director for the terms of his alterna
tive service.
Yet, if the deserter piays hooky
from his hospital job, the military
can't prosecute Him because he's no
longer in the military. An undesir
able discharge is the deserter's oniy
badge of dishonor.
It doesn't pay for the deserter to
play fair, say military observers.
Even if the deserter accepts the

terms of amnesty, he Is still brand
ed with a social stigma. The "clem
ency discharge" is a brand new
discharge, created by President
Ford specifically for those deserters
who fulfill their alternative service
requirements.
Any future employer could im
mediately tag a clemency discharge
u u a ic i

aa

a

iiiu itc ts /

u w ovi i v a .

Neither an undesirable nor a clem
ency discharge permits the deserter
to collect veteran's benefits. Both
discharges are less than an honor
able discharge.
The deserter’s civilian counter
part, the draft resister, has his own
problems. Instead* of a Selective
Service director, the draft resister
reports to the u’S attorney in his
If lack of money has kept you wherever they want.
district.
If he reneges on his alterna
Passport applications are avail
from traveling to all the places
you’d like to go, then Travel-Aid able from Borgman and Bush. Fol tive service pledge, the resister faces
lowing submission of the applica federal charges, trial and a possible
might be your answer.
A student-oriented low-cost trav tion, a passport usually takes three prison term.
el service organized by two Grand weeks to arrive.
The amnesty loophole, says Col.
Travel-Aid is open to students at
Rapids students, Travel-Aid reduces
Phelps
Jones of the Veterans of
other
Grand
Rapids-area
students.
costs through group trips.
Those interested in joining Trav Foreign Wars, is a “natural conse
According to organizers Rick
Borgman and Jim Bush, Travel-Aid el-Aid must be at least 18 years old quence of layering the existing legal
is planning trips to New Orleans, and a student. A $10 fee is also system with Ford’s administrative
Florida, Europe, and either Cali required to defray the cost of plane mechanisms." The inequities cre
fornia or Hawaii. They are also travel. Members must make at least ated by loopholes “may open up
total pardon,” predicts Jones.
planning a number of winter ski one trip during the year.
Total pardon is not something
Travel-Aid meetings are held
trips.
Costing an individual $250-5350, Thursday nights, at 8 p.m., in Jones favors. A retired colonel who
the trip to Eurpoe will last 22 days, Room 216 in Campus View Apart spent 30 years in the army serving
in WW II, Korea and Vietnam,
two of which the entire group, an ments.
estimated ten persons, will be ex
pected to stay together. Then the
group can split into smaller groups
of three or four people and go

Travel problems ?

THUNDER

ACADEMIC

CHICKEN

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
O ur materials are sold for
research purpose* only

Jones rejects Ford’s amnesty plan.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars offi
cial statement denounces Ford's ac
tion as "a gross injustice to those
who served honorably, those who
died and received wounds, those
who were so long imprisoned."
Jones prefers a return to preamnesty days, when deserters and
draft resisters faced court martial?
and criminal prosecution. "If
there's one thing that's always
worked,” says Jones, “It’s the
United States system of justice."
In his opposition to Ford’s am
nesty plan, Joes is joined by some
strange bedfellows. “Conditional
amnesty is totally unacceptable,”
says a spokesman for AmexCanada, a Toronto group represent
ing draft resisters and deserters liv
ing in exile. “We reaffirm the cor
rectness of our resistance to an
illegal and immoral war. We don’t
feel we should pay any additional
penalty at all.”
Amex calls for a boycott of
Ford’s program. So far, reports
from several border points show no
indication of any large movement
of men back into the country.
US Customs officials on the New
York-Canadian border say they
didn’t receive a single inquiry from
urau evaders, deserters or their
families during the first day of the
amnesty program.
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Eastown plans free community radio
BY GARY KOHUT
It’s true.
Radio can serve your needs.
But only if it's operated by
community-minded people. Not by
vested interests.
That’s the philosophy behind
WECA-FM, a non-commercial, lis
tener-sponsored radio station pro
posed for the Grand Rapids area.
Grand Rapids’ Eastown Com
munity Assoc, is the prime mover
behind the WECA-FM project. A
non-profit volunteer community or
ganization located on the east side
of Grand Rapids, the Eastown
Community Assoc, was formed two
years ago as a forum tor acting on
community interests.
The station’s studios will be lo
cated in the basement of the Eastown Building, 410 Ethel SE, ac
cording to WJC instructor Kenneth
Zapp.
Zapp, one of the project’s organ
izers, said Eastown last week filed
its license-to-broadcast application
with the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC). He hopes the
station will receive its license by
March or April.
The station would be entirely
listener-supported. Zapp says, “We
want common people to support
us. We want to actualize people

power.”
Commenting on the type of pro
gramming the station will air, Zapp
says WECA-FM will schedule
“block programming in order to
satisfy the needs of all the people.”
The station will alternate blues,
sonl, chamber, classical, folk, blue*
grass and progressive music to
satisfy a wide range of musical
interests.
Zapp says the station’s format
will also be informational. Listings
of cultural events and reports on
school board and city council meet
ings are among the items that will
be aired. Radio plays, comedy
hours and live rap sessions will fee
included in the entertainment line
up.
But, Zapp is quick to point out,
commercial-free radio is not free.
Once WECA-FM is on the air, oper
ating costs for the all-volunteer
station will run over $6,000 a year.
Before the FCC will grant the
station a broadcasting license, Zapp
says Eastown must present a list of
monetary support pledges to show
that the station has firm financial
backing.

is the original

‘FLAMING

The basic concept, Zapp says,
behind the station is that it is
"people-oriented.”
“The station is for people who
don’t have access to a radio station.
We want to provide an open mike
for them.”
Eastown’s WECA-FM organizers
meets every Wednesday night, at 8
p.m., at the Eastown Hall, 1443
Wealthy SE. Zapp encourages any
one interested in the radio station
to attend the meetings.
For more information on WECAFM, contact Eastown’s John Fodor
at 454-8838.

Nursing Program G row s
more women going to college now,
especially into health-related areas,

BY JUDY BELLANT

Every
Wednesday

In addition to individual support
pledges, Eastown is planning a num
ber of benefits to help raise money,
the first of which is a concert-dance
featu rin g three popular local
groups, “Patchwork,” “Juniper
Bear” and “Xebec,” scheduled for
Monday, Oci. 28, from 7 p.m. to
midnight, at Thunder Chicken, a
Grand Rapids nightclub located on
Alpine NW between Six and Seven
Mile Roads. Cover charge v/iil be
$1.50.

“We are simply trying to hold
our own,” said Acting Nursing Di
rector Colleen Martin, explaining
the shape of the Nursing Program.

the problem of finding qualified
professors and directors will be
solved in the next few years.”

‘‘Five new faculty members have
now been hired, tbut we are still
actively recruiting for a permanent
director and several more instruc
tors,” Martin explained.
“I attribute the lack of response
to these openings to the simple fact
that nursing is a woman-dominated
field and there just hasn’t been
enough women going on to higher
education, but, hopefully, with

“In order to be truly effective,
we must keep the faculty-student
ratio at 8:1,” Martin says. ‘‘This is
important in obtaining a quality
education in the nursing field.
The program is growing. New
equipment, interested students,
both male and female, and the
recent state accreditation are a)!
helping in the development of the
program.

T hirty-tw o students entered
Following the resignation of di Grand Valley’s program this fall
rector Vera Brand and the poor but, Martin says, next year 50
response to several open faculty students will be accepted and cur
positions, the program was upset rent plans cal! for fa!! admissions to
remain at that rate.
this past summer.
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R eview s
BY RYON DAVIS
Two well-matched and wellplayed one acts opened at 101
Campau last week on Thursday.
Waiting For Lefty by Clifford
Odets and This Is The Rill Speaking
by Lanford Wilson, were both di
rected by Robert Moyer, Associate
Director at Stage 3.
“Wating For Lefty,” a play in
one-act, written by Clifford Odets
and directed by Robert Moyer.
CAST
Dan Gilmore..............................Fatt
Tom Kelly .........................Gunman
Alan Sutterfield-----Joe Mitchell/
Dr. Barnes
A nneW ilford.......................... Edna
John Strobe!. Industrialist/Gayton
ohn R osochacki................. Miller/
Gear Voice
Gay ton’s Brother
illen Bush ............................Flonie
*ay V razel.........Sid/Dr. Benjamin
David Hunsberger . Irv/Agate Keller

“Strike” is a powerful word, and
it reflects a crisis created by human
need. Lefty’ is a series of short
close-ups that dramatize the moti
vations of union members to call

SUU’m!?jl: ‘-oc.*1_rnM
,in*

vwgj|
MWMIOIS oppose
tne strike, several individuals speak
out for it.
An effective use of a flashback
technique, reveals why each person

backs the strike. The union leaders openly, warmly, and tenderly these lascinaung io waicn inese people
become involved w{th each other
make several feeble attempts to two, rather star crossed lovers.
undo the action, however, each
The Industrialist (John Strobel) with no grasp, of the moment; as
trick they use to avoid the strike is and his lab technician Miller (John clouds that pass unaltered by ob
revealed as a sham.
Rosochacki) come to an impasse stacles. There is essentially no plot
The union leaders openly accuse over Miller’s refusal to spy. Miller is or story line, and the action jumps
all who favor the strike as being fired and the Industrialist gets a from scene to scene. The sole con
Reds. The union members icfiu to
jroken nose. Strobe! as Gay ton nection is that everything happens
ignore the issue until it is raised by and Rosochacki as Gay ton’s broth to people of a very small town.
those who favor striking. They state er are effective and their perform
The play opens on the from
that it might be advantageous to ances attached a great deal of dirt porch of a farm bouse with Mother
have a few comrades.
to the union leaders. Agate Keller (Holly Sherman), Judy (Anne WilThis current of communist (David Hunsberger) does a short ford) and Willy (John Strobel) talk
thought is also aided by a repulsion speech that concludes the play with ing about eating liver for dinner.
toward capitalism, felt very deeply optimism and determination.
Strobel’s Willy is exquisite and his
by those who take the lead in the
The characters in this play are candor captivating. The scene
strike. Does our system com symbols of the situation they en jumps a couple of times and Judy
promise all human values for the closed. The pivot of this play was becomes Martha who does a fine
sake of building mouse traps?
not money, pride or anger, but the job of tantalizing Ted (Alan Sutter
At the meeting, union leader simplest social fire ever fanned; that field). Maybeile (Ellen Bush) comes
Fatt (Dan Gilmore) and the Gun of hope. Odets obviously knew his by to gossip with the delightfully
man (Tom Kelly) did a great job of tactics, theatrical and political.
zany Mother, while Maybeile’s
outlining a harsh background for
molasses attitude drolls on. Ray
the confrontations. Alan Sutter
“This Is The Rill Speaking,” a Vrazel (1st farmer) tells the 2nd
field’s Joe Mitchell, was poignant
play in one-act, written by Lanford farmer (Alan Sutterfield) how to
and fully complemented by Anne
Wilson and directed by Robert cut hay as though reciting a recipe.
Wilford’s Edna. In their one scene,
Nearing the conclusion of the
Moyer.
she tells him to strike or do without
play the action begins to overlap
her. As Dr. Barnes, however, Sutter
CAST
and speeches are left as new, un
field shows perhaps too much in A nneW ilford............ Judy/Martha related ones begin. Willy gives a
difference to Dr. Benjamin’s (Ray
John Strobel...........Willy/Ellis/Eari short monologue about being a
Vrazel) tragedy of religious preju Holly Sherm an.........Mother/Peggy writer some day, when he plans to
dice.
Alan Sutterfield .Tommy/Ted/Walt tell stories about nature and “the
Sid (Ray Vrazel) loves Florrie
Second Farmer things we miss.’’
(Ellen Bush) whose father, Iiv fcuen b u s h .........Maybeile/Allison
‘The Rill’ is entertaining and
(Da\id Hunsberger) is a practical
Ray Vrazel . .. Father/Manny/Walt amusing. The small world created
man, and he fails to see now two
Robinson/First Farmer here banters humanity with a sly
can live on six dollars a week, even
smile and a giggle.
in 1935. Sid and Florrie, having
The set design and construction
been engaged for 3 years, are des
uazed, unaware and ignorant are was done by Peter Maslan. Both
perate. Both Bush and Vrazel play the simple folk of this play. It is
sets were functional and implicit as
well as appropriate.

enters locol construction controversy
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the college community and the added
purpose Poitras

The study is centered upon
Ottawa County’s proposal to widen
Leonard Street from 12th Avenue
to 13Bth Street and the strong
opposition voiced by citizens who
fee! that the destruction of this
scenic route is not worth the cost
of expansion.

BIOLOGY CLUB
Grand Valley’s Biology Gub re
cently outlined plans for this year’s
activities.
Included in the program are
plans for the development and
maintenance of the campus nature
a trip to Argonne National
KMwtion Laboratory in Illinois, as
weU as a Christmas trip to Florida.
The club recently sponsored its
™
tor faculty and students
*t Hager Hardwood Park.
Contact Professor Ward, ext.
3L6, for more details on joining the

The instructor, Ron Foitras, is
new to the GV community, but
worked for some time in Ventura,
California on a city planning staff
for urban development.
The class is divided into four
groups to allow for a specialized
study in the areas o f environmental
tspects, transportation and cdkn*
munity planning, ate design, and
citizen involvement.
' Foitras is quick to admit that
“This is not an easy job, but with
tbs enthusiasm seen m f*r*’ a am.
poml that win *tirfy both a to m s
k the
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PMI meeting slated for Nov.

Attention!!! College I. (P.M.I.)
students. There will be a meeting
with staff and students.
Right on . . . We were glad to see
the big turn out at the College 1
faculty and student_meeting; the
p.ace wai jammed, these meetings
are designed to create a channel of
communication and understanding
between the faculty and the stu
dents. The attendance at the first
meeting was great; we solved many
problems. One topic that was dis
cussed and will be discussed at the
next meeting was a new title for the
program.
r ~

Suggestions will be welcomed.
By the way, the next staff-student
meeting will be held in Room 112
Lal:e Superior, November 4 at 2
p.m. We want to see you! Yes, you*
at the next meeting.
* * * * *
Aqua man (Clay Brown) is back.
He not only wants to get you
enrolled in a scuba diving class, but
he also wants a dance class. No, net
scuba dancing; but a funky’ get
down, get down. If you already
have the ability to move with the
music, he feels that you can do
better. Clay feels that a great major
ity of people can’t dance because
they can’t hear the music.
“I don’t mean they don’t actual
ly hear the music. But I . . . I . . . I*1234
can’t describe it.”

Executive Brwch o f AU-College Student Government
Minutes o f October 16,1974

In attendance were:
Dave P o r te r ..............................................................
Mariiyr*Heiter . ! . ! ..................................Chairperson on campus concerns
Nancy Seaw ater................................................................................. Secretary
Russell M. Middlctou ..
...........................nf v 1 dltor o f Eanthom
David Kaczor . .
............................... R f> ° f Vet?rans Brotherhood
Bruce Goldfarh
............................................................Interested Student
OLD BUSINESS
S?,dcm Congress is undertaking a project to raise
be c r i o i d U L r r
StT ing Afritan Pc°P ,c Event? for the project
N oL m h.r ^ A H d
con “nc,K>" with the Farewell weekend of
ill V
p,occeds will go directly to the African Relief Fund
Memos will be sent out to Student Organizations to see what each
organization will do to help raise money. The cost of the weekend will be
financed by Fee Budget. The cost will not have to be returned from the
proceeds Dave Porter will contact Jeff Brown, head o f concerts, movies,
etc. to get ideas and assistance.
NEW BUSINESS
Safety and Security
Right irow w o n u le n t groups are working on safety and security.
These are Student Congress headed by Dave Porter and a group of
concerned students headed by Bruce Goldfarb. It was agreed that two
groups should not be working separate, and that both working together
would be in the best interest o f the coucge. Some areas o f investigation
arc:
1. Lighting
2. Safety and Security arrangements in apartment complexes in the
G. R. area.
3. Safety and Security of College Buildings and other Buildings in the
Grand Valley Community.
4. The Committee may investigate other areas if they pertain to safety
and security in the Grand Valley Community.
On the proposals of safety and security the committee should look into
what can be done: Tomorrow, Next Month, Next Year. This committee
will be number one project on the Student Congress agenda until all the
proposals arc fulfilled.
Student Congress is looking into the possibility of joining Michigan
Higher Education Students Association. M.H.K.S.A. is a student organiza
tion with strong state wide lobbyist in Lansing. MHESA can be very
beneficial in helping Grand Valley alleviate the inadequate safety and
security situation.
Budget
Student Congress must present the official budget sheet to Mr. Hclcy.
Siuuciu Rights
Student Congress is working on A Students’ Rights Handbook. The
design for the cover is to be drawn by Chester LowelL
Three of Grand Valley’s people will attend the Students’ Rights
Conference. They are Sarah Harding, Dave Porter, and Frank Musto.

The membership appointm ents did not work out as planned. Each
academic unit is supposed to appoint a student to the Executive Branch.
William lam es College College and CAS have appointed a student. College
IV, TIC , and the Business Graduate have not appointed anyone and do not
indicate th at they will.
„
Petitions are available for candidates for membership to the General
Assembly and for S tudent Organizations. It will be advertised in the Clear
H ooter and the Landman th at membership petitions am available.

LawU
____ it proposed a By-Law II which would
o f how* dm Executive Branch is made up. The
to elect a student o f each
of

BY CLEO CULP JR
and CURTIS RODGERS

Well, Clay wants to teach you creasing, we all should be con
the correct way to move and groove cerned. Erv Bode (Campus Ministry)
with the music. At any rate, it urges you to attend a meeting of
sounds good to us. More informa the Student Action Group. Become
tion will be available at the close of involved in eliminating world hun
the fall term.
ger and over-population. The group
does projects to help you obtain a
Hey! Speaking of moving and better understanding of this serious
grooving, get out to the football problem. The meetings are every
game next Satufday and groove Thursday in Room 165 CFA at
with Victor Martin as he helps you **.ju p.m. ro r further information
cheer your favorite football team to contact Erv Bode, Campus Minisanother victory. Victor Martin iTl
**uron Hall, Extension
(Freak), majoring in Elementary
Education and graduate of Ottawa
* * * * *
High, is a member o f G.V.S.C.’s
IMPORTANT
Cheering Squad. So come on out
The Lanthom is setting aside a
and help Victor cheer the team to
victory.
page each week (providing we have
the material) for minority affaire.
* * * * *
Any contribution should be de
Starvation is a very serious prob livered to the Lanthom office, or
lem. Everyday there are thousands
call me at 4564227 to make ar
of children bom that will die of rangements.
starvation or malnutrition. Many
Remember, this article is for
will barely survive because of the
your use so utilize it. If you have
food shortage. Because this is a anything of interest, call this num
world-wide problem and rapidly in ber - 456-4227.

East Europe conference
begins tomorrow
G rand Valley’s International
Studies Institute, in an effort to
develop comprehensive academic
programs in Yugoslavia, will host a
conference on Yugoslav Studies On
October 25 and 26.
The Conference, open to all
Canadian and American scholars
with an interest in Yugoslavia, will
be held in conjunction with the
American Association of State Col
leges and Universities.
The purpose of the conference is
to evaluate the state of Yugoslav
studies at American and Canadian
colleges and universities and to
bring together American and Cana
dian scholars interested in exploring
further possibilities for their stu
dents in summer and year programs
in Yugoslavia. Prominent American
and Yugoslav scholars and govern
ment officials will participate in the
conference. Grand Valley students
and faculty are especially invited to
the Saturday morning session which
will be held at the Campus Center.

William H. McNeill, Distinguished
Service Professor of History at the
University of Chicago, will speak on
the topic “Yugoslav history: A Case
Study in Cultural Encounter.” Pro
fessor McNeill won the National
Book Awa: J in 1964 for his monu
mental work The Rise of the West.
Vladimir Deader, a visiting Pro
fessor of History at the University
of Michigan, and a member o f the
Serbian Academy of Sciences, will
speak on the topic “The Role of
Yugoslavia’s Tito in the Spheres of
Influence.” Professor Dedijer wa$ a
close associate of Tito during the
Partisan liberation struggle in World
War II, and is the author of a
number of books on contemporaiy
Yugoslavia.
All questions regarding the con
ference should be addressed Co Dr.
Michael B. Petrovich, Associate Pro
fessor of History and International
Relations, at the GVSC’s Inter
nationa! Studies Institute, Lake
Superior Hall, Room No. 212, ext.
358.

Education. is key
to Chicano future
BY SILVERIO GUERRA
Chicanos in the United States
have been denied adequate food,
clothing, shelter, education and
health services as they try to func
tion in this world of problems.
Poverty has really struck in the
Chicano barrios. But society and
government do not give enough
consideration to the problems that
do exist.
Two of the major problems are
housing and education.
hicanos have been
opportunities, they migrate all over
the states in search o f jobs and

The biggest problem to date in
the Spanish-speaking community
with regard to education is the high
dropout rates. They are discrim
inated against in schools through
out the country. In desses they are
given less individual attention. Also,
in sports they are discouraged from
competing. •
In the United States, formal edu
cation has been considered impor
tant for citizens, and in recent
yeare, education has bec<r**e the
foundation for getting better jobs.
So Chicanes, let us unite sc that
through education we can help our
selves and our fanibu. Educetion is
the pnly means by which we can be
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w N iM M IQ U A T R O
SATURDAY, O CTO BER 26, T974 8:00 P.M.

G R A N D VALLEY STATE CO LLEG ES D O M E

TICKETS ARE $4.50 ADVAN CE, $5.50 DAY O F SH O W A N D ARE
AVAILABLE AT G.V.S C. C O N C E SSIO N STAND, D O D D 'S , BELIEVE IN M U SIC, PANTS PLACE,
SO U N D ARO U N D (RO G ERS PLAZA) R EC O R D A N D TAPE CENTER,
*

RECO RDS UNLIMITED (ROGERS PLAZA A N D EASTBROOK MALL),
RECO RD LAND, BEERMAN'S RESORT SOUND, A N D BO O G IE RECORDS.
•
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